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Abstract
The period of' soh.r minimum a.ctivit.~1 in J !J87 provided the f1rsL cvidente for the
existence of anomalous cosmic ray (;\CH) hydrogen (Christi.an et al. 1U88). More
recent, data from the Voyager 1 {Vl) and Voyager 2 (V2) spacecraft and subsequent
improved analysis of earlier data serve Lo C'onfirm the presence of ACR hydrogen.
T'his paper will cover some of" Lhcsc new developments in the analysis.
1. Introduction.

The ACH component is Lhought to be composed of' interstellar neutrals (Fisk et aL HJ74) which are ionized in the· heliosphere, convected to
the termination shock by the solar wind, and the11 accelerated (Pesses et al. 1981,
Jokipii 1985, Potgieter and !v1oraal IU88). Because neutral hydrogen is abundant in
the interstellar medium and is easily ionized in the heliosphere, it has been expected
that an ACR component of hydrogen exists (see, e.g., Fisk 1gsG), although the
acceleration may not be as efficient as it. is for heavier elements (Cummings and
Stone 1987a). The ACR hydrogen spectrum is also expected to be difficult to distinguish from the modulated galactic cosmic ray (GCR) hydrogen spectrum because the
ACR and GCR hydrogen undergo very similar modulation. Heavier elements have
very different modulation effects for the singly-charged (Cummings et al. rn84) ACR
particles as compared to the fully stripped galactic cosmic rays.
However, the ACR component is affecLed by the changing level of solar modulation to a greater extent than the galactic cosmic ray component (v\Tebber and Cummings rn83). Because of this, ACR hydrogen is most likely to be observable during
the low level of solar modulation seen by \11 and V2 during the 1987 solar
minimum.

2. Discussion. Figure 1 shows the observed hydrogen energy spectra for Voyager 2 during the time periods HJ8.5/2G1-:rn.5 and HJ87 /2og-:n:3. Th~.se fluxes differ
slightly ( < 10%) from the earlier published fluxes (Christian et al. HJ88) due to
improved background subtraction and data srlcct,ion. There is an increase in flux
resulting from the decrease in modulation level between rn85 and HJ87, and there is
a change in the shape of the spectrum. There is a similar, alt.hough less pronounced
effect observed in the l'l hydrngen energy spectra. Some of this spectral shape
change is certainly due to the changing modulation, but we believe that this change
is also evidence for the appearance of an ACH. hydrogen component.
Simple, spherically symmetric modulation theory (Fisk 1971) predicts that as
the modulation level decreases, the flux will increac;e and the peak of the energy spec-=
trn m will shift downwards in energy. Bllt t.o first order, the shape of the energy
spectra will remain the same for small changes in the modulation level. If we
assume that the spectral shape change obsC'rvcd is due to an ACH hydrogen
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component. whieh is present. i11 1IH· ,~~lK7
spcct.nm1 but. negligible in tile I 08[> spectrum, t.hen· the HJ8!) sped.r11111 gives, to
first. order, t.hC' shape of Llw t11Hlerlying
galactic cosmic ray speeLrum in the
observed 1087 spectrum. ThC' ACH eomponen t, of Lhe 198G spect,r 11 m is expected
to be small beca11se the fluxes
ot.her

or

ACR components observed (He, 0, C, N,
Ne, and Ar) are smaller by a factor ~f 10
in 1985 than in 1987, whereas Lhe galaeLic components were less than a fact.or of"
two smaller (Christian 1080, Cummings
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The expected shape of the A.CR
10 30 100 300 1000
hydrogen spectrum is obtained from the
Energ~ [MeVl
other ACR components because of the
similarity in the ACR spectral shapes Fig. 1. Voyager 2 observed hydrogen energy spectra
(Cum{nings and Stone 1000). The comfor periods 1985/261-365 and 1987/209-313. 1987
bination of the assumed ACR and GCR spectrum is deconvolved inlo GCR (dolled line) and
spectra which replicates the observed ACR (dashed line) components. Solid line shows
derived observed spectrum.
1087 hydrogen energy spectrum can then
be determined, and this is also shown in Figure 1. The dotted line shows the
presumed GCR spectrum, the dashed line is our estimate of the ACR hydrogen contribution, and the solid line is the sum, which can be compared to the observed spectrum. This ACR flux is highe,r than the published upper estimate (Christian et al.
1988) because of the improved normalization procedure used (Christian 1989).
In
the
decomposition
of the
1000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - observed spectrum into ACR and GCR
_
components, there 'vas no constraint on
g
the peak energy of either component.
~
H
However, the energy of the derived ACR
~
100
peak flux can be compared to an
Q)
expected value. This is because the ACR :E
He
spectra of the heavier components scale in energy as a power law in mass (Cum....~
·-............ N
mings and Stone HJ90). Figure 2 shows
a>
10
c:
the peak energy vs. mass for the H. He,
w
.. ~ ... Ne
...... fl
N, 0, and Ne ACR components during
.:.::
the 1987 solar minimum. The dashed
~
a.
0 ·•··••• .•.
line is a least-squares best-fit power law
for t.he helium through neon points. It is
100
10
clear that the energy obtaine<l for the
hydrogen corn ponent agrees very well
Mass (amu)
with the extrapolation from the heavier Fig. 2. Energy of specLral peak vs. mass for ACR
elements.
components during lhc 1987 solar minimum. Dashed

>

a

line is least-squares power-law fil through all poinlS
except hydrogen.
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Although the observed spectral shape change is consistent. wit.h the emergence of
a meast~rahle ACH hydrogen flux, other possible explanation::; must, be explored. A
typical explanat,ion in the framework of modulation t.heory is that, as a consequence
of the time-dependent. nature of modulation, particJes of' 1ower rigidities react to the
decrease in modulation faster than particles of higher rigidity. In order to investigate this question, t.hc observed hydrogen fluxes in several energy bins are plotted as
a function of' t.ime in Figure 3(a). Each point is a·2li day accumulation to average
out effects due to t.he solar rotation period, and a point is plotted every thirteen
days. The dashed lines trace out the high energy (275 MeV-375 MeV) points, but
are shifted down to match the lower energy bins at the beginning of rn86. The
excess flux can be clearly seen for the 4g_7~ MeV point, which is where the presumed
ACR hydrogen component comprises the largest fraction of the observed flux.
Note, however, that the time profile of the low energy (18.7-33.0 MeV) flux
tracks well with the highest energy. Thus the spectral shape change can be characterized by an excess flux observed in the intermediate energies, but not at lower or
higher energies, contrary to usual energy-dependeilt hy~teresis effects. These time
profiles can be compared to the helium fluxes in Figure 3(b ). Here the 18.7-33.0
MeV /nucleon fluxes, which are composed predominantly of anomalous cosmic rays,
are seen to have a much larger response to the decrease in modulation before solar
minimum and the increase in modulation after solar minimum than the higher
energy (240-325 MeV /nucleon) galactic cosmic ray fluxes. Thus the hydrogen observations are again consistent with a galactic cosmic ray spectrum with a superimposed ACR hydrogen spectrum which is non-negligible only in the intermediate energies at the low modulation levels seen in the outer heliosphere at solar minimum.
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Fig. 3. (a) Hydrogen fluxes for three energy bins (18.7 - 30 MeV, 49 - 72 MeV, and 275 - 375 MeV) during
the years 1986, 1987, and 1988. Points are for 26 day accumulations, every 13 days. The dashed lines show
lhe 275 .. 375 MeV fluxes shifted down IO match the lower enetgy fluxes at the beginning of 1986.
Fig. 3.(b) Helium fluxes for the same time periods. The 18.7 - 30 MeV/nucleon fluxes are predominantly
ACR, and the 240- 325 MeVi.nucle.on fluxes are mostly GCR.
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3. Conclusion. Although there have been small quantitative changes as the
analysis evolved, qualitatively the picture has remained very stable. The change in
spectra.I shape observed for hydrogen can be characterized as an excess of Hux in the
intermediate energies .between about 30 MeV and 300 MeV. The excess· has a peak
at about the correct energy for ACR hydrogen. The temporal response and energy
dependence of the excess are difficult to explain a8 a hysteresis in the modulation.
However, the evidence is consistent with the emergence of a1~1 anomalous cosmic ray
hydrogen component.
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